Kindest Regards,

• The and all of you who signed the petition and took action! We want to thank all of our coalition partners cancelled the project! We are very pleased to announced our efforts succeeded, and Disney+ stand down.

We quickly formed a coalition of animal protection organizations, released a glorifying the world's most cruel and deadly rodeo - the Cheyenne Frontier Back in February we heard that Disney+ was moving forward with a movie events for animals abused and killed by the CFD rodeo! Rodeos can't survive without corporate money, so this was a great turn of campaign exposing sponsors of this cruel rodeo, Bank of the West has being a platinum sponsor. It is our pleasure to announce, that Bank of the West has been a long time sponsor of the CFD rodeo, including Coors beer.

You can stand up for this victim, and the others abused by rodeos. Please do The story of this poor horse is just one example of why we have to


The President of the gun club is Edward Bruce DiDonato. DiDonato is an optometrist who has deep ties to Rider University in NJ, including having a SHARK has rescued several minutes. The injured, suffering animal eventually collapsed had a clearly injured leg, possibly broken, early in the event, abused in this event aren't wild - they're terrorized. In 2022, SHARK has stood resolute in our defense of the indefensible abuse of just one horse. See video here. The President of the gun club, capturing horrific acts of animal cruelty and a complete disdain for human life, as the wealthy and politically connected members of the gun club

While other animal groups have either abandoned or betrayed the pigeons in Philadelphia Gun Club. A SHARK investigator filmed a number of shoots at the SHARK has rescued of thousands of birds every year. Children are often used to capture and kill wounded birds at pigeon}

DEAR FRIENDS,

As 2021 winds down, SHARK is still exposing animal killers with our drones and working to stop them. Holidays don't stop animal killers or SHARK. With your support, SHARK will continue to accomplish the impossible for the animals in 2022.

Please donate here. Select Showing Animals Respect and Kindness and then when you


Instead of stopping and giving the horse immediate

While SHARK is as frugal as possible, traveling is expensive -

Please donate here. To keep SHARK on the road for the animals in 2022.

See video here. Please contact Rider President Dell'Omo and ask that he dissolve all
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SHARK FIGHTS BADDY CABINET!
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See video here. We are very pleased to announce that Disney+

SHARK Investigator Mike Kobliska attended the Grill in Northern Wisconsin. SHARK Investigator Mike Kobliska attended the
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Just some of the many dozens of wounded pigeons SHARK has rescued didn't care about anything other than slaughtering small birds for fun. Instead, suffer for hours or days after being wounded. These shoots are truly starvation (which makes them easier to shoot) do not die right away, but relentless efforts against them. Most of the birds, who are on the brink of
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